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ABSTRACT
We present Wasef, a metadata system for NoSQL data stores. Wasef allows
us to support important features such as data provenance, flexible data oper-
ations, and new administration tools. Our system has a general design that
can be made compatible with most NoSQL data stores without imposing
heavy performance overhead.
We implement a customized version of the Cassandra data store augmented
with Wasef, and we compare it experimentally with the standard version. We
also provide three use-case scenarios that exploit the metadata collected by
our system. First, we support a flexible mechanism for dropping columns that
addresses an open major issue in Cassandra 1.2. Second, we make provenance
information for Cassandra queries available to the data store clients. Third,
we provide a tool for verifying node decommissioning from Cassandra cluster.
Our evaluation shows that Wasef provides linear scalability, low throughput
overhead of 9%, and read latency overhead of less than 3% compared to the
non-metadata default Cassandra. In addition, our system provides steady
read and update latencies regardless of the metadata size.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
NoSQL data stores are growing in their usage. The introduction of Bigtable
[1] and DynamoDB [2] opened the door for many close and open source
variants including Cassandra [3], Voldemort [4], and MongoDB [5]. Although
these systems vary in the implementation details, they share many design
aspects such as simple data model, minimal set of supported operations,
weak security model, scalability, and high availability.
The data model is generally formed by a group of tables, also known as
column families in Cassandra or collections in MongoDB. Each table consists
of a set of rows (items as in DynamoDB or Documents as in MongoDB). Each
row is identified by a unique key. In addition, the table schema is dynamic
so it could have a variable number of columns or attributes. Similarly, the
supported set of data operations is usually small and comes in the form of
CRUD operations (Create, Read, Update, Delete).
Despite this simplicity, modern NoSQL data stores are still inflexible and
lack many features. Examples include:
1. History of data operations and system logs is kept in flat files, an un-
friendly format for system administrators who need to analyze them.
2. Data provenance, the derivation and ownership history of the user data,
is not collected as part of the system design.
3. System metrics are not provided in flexible granularity.
All these features represent a form of metadata that can be collected during
system operations. Throughout this work, we define metadata as the infor-
mation associated with data that is not directly used for data operations (i.e.
CRUD) or administration operations (e.g. Create or Alter).
We propose Wasef1, a metadata system for NoSQL data stores. The sys-
tem functions as a component of the data store and employs the underlying
distributed infrastructure and storage capabilities to deliver its services. We
1Arabic word for ”Descriptor”
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argue that Wasef should be an intrinsic part of the NoSQL store design
for two reasons. First, it provides the infrastructure for building valuable
features and improving internal operations. Second, it imposes a low perfor-
mance overhead on the hosting system.
This work addresses two key challenges. First, it provides a general de-
sign for a metadata system that is amenable to integration with all NoSQL
data stores regardless of their implementation differences. Second, it col-
lects metadata without imposing heavy overhead on the underlying system.
NoSQL data stores handle huge loads of data at a very high throughput.
Therefore, they are susceptible to adding extra operations that might delay
the critical read or write paths.
1.1 Technical Contribution
We make the following technical contributions in this work:
1. We provide design principles, storage layout, and APIs for a general
metadata system called Wasef that works as part of the current NoSQL
data stores.
2. We demonstrate our design by incorporating Wasef into Cassandra 1.2.
The customized version is used to evaluate the performance and scala-
bility of our system.
3. We provided three use-case scenarios for Wasef to show its advantages:
(a) A flexible implementation of the column drop operation that also
solves a major issue in Cassandra 1.2. (b) A fully functional data
provenance feature. (c) A verification tool for node decommissioning
from Cassandra cluster.
4. We provide a comprehensive evaluation of the performance and scala-
bility of Wasef and the use-case scenarios built on top of it.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. We describe the related work
and position our system offerings within it in chapter 2. Then, we layout
the background about the systems and the concepts covered through the
thesis (chapter 3). Chapter 4 presents the system design. In chapter 5, we
discuss the implementation challenges. Chapter 6 describes the design and
implementation of the use-case scenarios. The system is evaluated in chapter
7. We conclude by chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Since the term metadata was coined by Philip Bagley to describe contain-
ers of data in the context of programming languages [6], it evolved to in-
clude multiple definitions. Bretherton and Singley [7], identified two types of
metadata. First, structural metadata which describes database entities (e.g.
tables) and the hierarchical relationships between them. Second, descriptive
metadata which refers to descriptive data about the data items stored in the
database. The National Information Standards Organization (NISO) defines
a new type of metadata called administrative metadata [8]. It covers the
data that can be employed to manage the system resources. Our system, ac-
cording to these definitions, collects descriptive and administrative metadata
for NoSQL data stores.
Metadata systems can be internal to the database system [9, 10] or exter-
nal [11–14]. External metadata systems are used extensively for managing
business metadata repositories [14] and maintaining scientific metadata in
grid computational environment as in [15–18]. Our system works as a com-
ponent of the NoSQL data stores.
Structural metadata is maintained internally in relational databases (i.e.
the catalog) and NoSQL databases [1] to manage the database entities. Our
system collects different type of metadata that describes client data and the
operations performed on it.
Several works argued for providing metadata as a feature of the cloud
data stores including [19–23]. Muniswamy-Reddy et. al. [19] suggested three
protocols for a metadata system augmented to the cloud service clients to
collect and maintain metadata about the stored objects. Our system is dif-
ferent since it works as part of the main data store. Therefore, it causes less
overhead when moving the metadata, and it ensures consistency between the
data and the metadata. These issues are hard to solve when the metadata
system is part of the client.
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Trio [10] is a data management system design to work on top of relational
database (e.g. Postgres). The system supports new features such as data un-
certainty and specialized queries for data provenance. However, this system
does not support scalability which is one of our system’s offerings.
Data provenance, one kind of metadata, received considerable attention
recently. This include provenance collection and management in scientific
workflows [24–27], monitoring system operations [22, 28–30], and database
queries [31–35]. Buneman and Tan [36] studied query provenance for rela-
tional databases and divided it into two types. First, Where Provenance, that
describes the source records of the query results. Second, Why Provenance,
which justifies the query results by describing the performed operations and
the relationship between source records. Our system takes advantage of the
simple data model of the NoSQL data stores to provide both types of prove-
nance.
Research in Provenance for key-value stores is relatively new. Examples
include [9, 19, 37]. Kulkarni [37] suggests a provenance model for Cassandra
data store, called KVPMC, similar to our model. KVPMC collects prove-
nance information on request, provide client access, and can store provenance
data internally or externally. However, there are many differences between
the two systems. First, our system suggests a generic model for modern
NoSQL data stores not only for Cassandra. Second, our system collects ad-
ministrative and operational metadata in addition to the data provenance.
Third, KVPMC collects provenance at the client side when the operation
is done while our system integrates with the NoSQL datastore and collect
provenance during the operation. Finally, our system imposes less overhead
and provides linear scalability while KVPMC does not.
Many commercial and open source NoSQL datastores support a form of
client-accessible metadata including [38–40]. For instance, Amazon S3 [39]
provides two forms of metadata: system-defined metadata (e.g. object size
and creation time) and user-defined metadata which can be assigned to S3
objects at the insertion time. These metadata services are inflexible. For
instance, the size of the metadata is restricted to tens of kilobytes, and some
basic features like searching the existing metadata are not supported. Our
system is flexible since it treats the metadata as any of the client data.
Therefore, there are no limitations on the size of the metadata and all data
operations are also available for it.
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND
3.1 Apache Cassandra
Cassandra [3] is a distributed open source NoSQL data store. It has a peer-
to-peer design that provides continuous availability, tunable consistency, and
replication across the cluster nodes. It is designed to handle massive data
loads where it scales out linearly to a large number of nodes across multiple
data centres [41]. Cassandra features a flexible data model and a SQL like
query language [42] with a fast response time [43]. This section summarises
the original Cassandra paper [3] and the Datastax online documentation [44].
3.1.1 Data Model
In Cassandra, all data operations including partitioning, reading, writing,
and compaction are performed at the row-level. Rows are grouped into col-
umn families or tables such that the rows within the same column family
are identified by primary keys of the same type. A keyspace or schema, is a
logical grouping of column families. For instance, system tables are grouped
under a single keyspace called System.
Row primary key is divided into two parts. The first part is called the
partitioning key since it is used to decide the hosting replica of the row. The
second part is called the clustering key, which is used by the internal storage
service to cluster the non-key columns as a single entity associated with the
partitioning key.
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3.1.2 Cluster Operations
Cluster membership in Cassandra is managed by a peer-to-peer gossip pro-
tocol [3] that allows the nodes to periodically exchange their locations. The
protocol is also used for failure detection and dissemination of other state
control information.
The data distribution across the cluster is determined by the Cassan-
dra partitioner based on the concept of consistent hashing [45]. In con-
sistent hashing, the output range of the partitioner (e.g. MD5 is used in
RandomPartitioner) is treated as a ring. Cassandra divides the ring into
small ranges called virtual nodes and assign them randomly to the cluster
nodes as illustrated in figure 3.1. The hosting node for a data entry (i.e.
row) is determined by finding the position of the hash value of the key in the
ring.
Figure 3.1: The right part shows a Cassandra hashing ring marked with
virtual nodes. The left part shows the virtual nodes distributed randomly
across the physical nodes of the cluster. Taken from [44].
The hosts of the data replicas are decided by the replication strategy. For
instance, SimpleStrategy places the first replica according to the position
determined by the partitioner, while the rest of the replicas are positioned
by moving clockwise on the hashing ring to the next nodes. Cassandra also
provides NetworkTopologyStrategy that efficiently places nodes on multi-
data center clusters. The number of replicas is configurable and determined
at the keyspace level.
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3.1.3 Client Requests
Client Requests are divided into read and write requests. The node that
receives the client request is called the coordinator, which can be any node
in the cluster since all the nodes are peers. The coordinator relies on the
partitioner and the replication strategy to determine the replicas that host
the record.
Write requests are handled as follows. First, the coordinator forwards
the request to all the replicas. Second, the replicas acknowledge the local
writing of the entry to the coordinator after finishing the operation. Third,
the coordinator acknowledge the results back to the client after receiving a
subset of the replicas acknowledgements determined by the consistency level.
Figure 3.2 shows a consistency level of one. Which means the coordinator
will reply back to the client after receiving the first write acknowledgement.
Figure 3.2: Client write request to Cassandra cluster. For a consistency
level of one, the coordinator forwards the request to all replicas and wait
only for the first reply. Taken from [44].
Read requests are forwarded to a subset of the replicas that is decided
according to the consistency level. If the consistency level is higher than one
(e.g. Quorum), multiple values will be received at the coordinator form the
replicas. The coordinator replies to the client with the latest version of the
data.
3.1.4 Internal Operations
Write operation is performed in several internal steps. Initially, when a
write operation is received, it is written immediately to a commit log (for data
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durability against node failures) and to a memory structure called memTable
that serves a single column family. The size of the memTable keeps increasing
with every write operation until it reaches a configurable limit. After that,
the memTables are flushed into SSTables on the disk using sequential I/O.
Note that SSTables are immutable once they are written to the disk for fast
operations, which implies that column families can be represented on the
disk by multiple SSTables. Finally, Cassandra performs disk compaction
periodically to reduce the size of the accumulating SSTables. Compaction
merges the conflicting versions of SSTable entries by taking the record with
the latest timestamp.
Internal read operations starts by checking the bloom filter associated
with the SSTable to find if there is data for the requested key. The bloom
filter is a probabilistic data structure that tests if an element is a member of
a set, and it only allows false positives results [46]. If the key is found in the
bloom filter, Cassandra checks the key cache to get the index of the key in the
SSTable. In case of cache miss, a sample of the index, called IndexSummary,
is checked to determine the approximate location of the key. When the index
is finally obtained, the value is retrieved from the SSTable and returned back
to the coordinator. The read workflow of a compressed sstable is illustrated
in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Steps of an internal read operation from a compressed SSTable.
Taken from [44].
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3.2 Data Provenance
Data provenance, or lineage, is the history of an item, which includes its
source, derivation, and ownership. Provenance increases the value of the item
since it proves its authenticity and reproducibility. One of the applications of
data provenance is to track the workflow of scientific experiments, where the
experimental setup and steps are recorded to help verifying and reproducing
the final results.
Buneman and Tan [47] identified two types of provenance. First, the
coarse-grain provenance, in which the complete history of the tracked data
set or workflow is recorded. Second, the fine-grained provenance, which is
the collection of partial derivation of the results. Fine-grained type becomes
important when the workflow is complicated or partially unavailable.
In relational databases, query provenance includes the database records
that participated in producing the results (the source), the relation between
records, and the performed operations. The sophistication of SQL queries
represents the key challenge for this area of data provenance.
The data model of the NoSQL data stores is relationless which simplifies
identifying provenance data and collecting it. However, the massive size of
the data handled by the NoSQL data store complicates the management and
the accessibility of the provenance data. The problem can be alleviated by
collecting fine-grained provenance and using the data store infrastructure for
providing client access. We adopt this approach in this work.
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CHAPTER 4
SYSTEM DESIGN
In this chapter, we present the architecture of Wasef. Our design addresses
the key challenges presented in the introduction as follows. First, it exploits
the fact that most NoSQL data stores share a simple data model to provide a
generic storage architecture that fits most of data stores. Second, it integrates
with the existing functionality of the underlying data store to provide light
weight metadata operations.
We start by laying out the principles used to guide our design (section 4.1),
which emphasize lightweight operations and minimal collection of metadata.
Then, we define the system components in section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes
the workflow of Wasef starting by the registration of the metadata targets
and ending with external APIs to exploit the collected metadata. Finally,
section 4.4 lists system’s internal and external APIs. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the system architecture.
4.1 Design Principles
The following principles guided the design of Wasef:
Modularity and integration with the existing functionality:
NoSQL data stores are superior to their counterparts in providing dis-
tributed, highly available, and fast storage capabilities. Being a module
within the NoSQL data store, the metadata system should integrate
with the underlying infrastructure without affecting the existing func-
tionality. This ensures that the system has minimal effect on the data
store performance.
Flexible granularity of the collected metadata:
To achieve a generic architecture that fits current NoSQL data stores,
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Figure 4.1: The architecture of Wasef
the design should be flexible to collect and store metadata about objects
and operations of different types and granularities. Those include the
time and description of the performed operations, object names, and
ownership information.
Minimal collection of the metadata:
Due to the enormous size of the data and operations handled by NoSQL
data stores, the continuous collection of metadata about every opera-
tion imposes a huge overhead on system. Collecting metadata for a
selected set of operations will remedy this problem.
Accessibility of metadata by internal and external clients:
The selectively collected metadata proves useful, as we will demonstrate
in chapter 6, for internal server operations (e.g. column drop) and
external clients (e.g. data provenance). Therefore the system should
provide them with suitable APIs for accessibility.
4.2 Architectural Overview
As illustrated in figure 4.1, Wasef consists of the following components:
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Registry: A system table used to register metadata target names and
operations in the system. Metadata will be only collected about registered
objects and operations.
Log: a system table where the collected metadata is stored.
Internal API: A software component that integrates with the data store.
It provides two functionalities. First, it implements the main logic of Wasef.
Second, it exposes a set of interfaces for internal data store components to
exploit Wasef.
System hooks: data store-dependent implementations that call the in-
ternal API to report the registered metadata to Log table.
External API: a set of functions exposed to the data store users to al-
low them to register objects and operations in the system, and exploit the
collected metadata.
4.3 Operational Workflow
The collection of metadata starts by registering metadata targets and op-
erations in the Registry table. Targets are names of data entities, such as
tables or rows, or internal components of the data store, such as SSTables
or cluster nodes. Operations are names of events occur to targets that will
trigger the metadata collection such as schema modification, row insertion,
or node decommissioning. The registration of the targets and operations is
done via an internal or external API.
The actual collection of the metadata is done at different parts of the data
store by the System Hooks. For instance, an Alter Table statement can be
instrumented to report the name of the table, the old and new values, and
other status information such as the user who modified the table. Several
examples are provided in Chapter 5 to demonstrate how different parts of
the system can be instrumented to exploit Wasef.
Finally, the collected metadata accumulates in Log table. The internal and
external clients of the metadata can query that table via the exposed APIs.
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4.4 Metadata API
In this section we details the internal and external API exposed by Wasef.
4.4.1 Internal API
The internal APIs provide basic data manipulation operations for Registry
and Log tables. The APIs for accessing the Registry table are:
Registry.insert(target, dataTag, adminTag)
Registry.delete(target, dataTag)
Registry.query(target, dataTag)
Where the target and dataTag parameters are mandatory in all the func-
tions. The following APIs are provided for accessing the Log table:
Log.add(target, time, client, dataTag, adminTag, value)
Log.drop(target, startTime, endTime, client, dataTag)
Log.query(target, startTime, endTime, client, dataTag)
Before Log.add stores metadata records in Log table, it validates target
and dataTag parameters against the metadata registry. In addition, when
the adminTag parameter is provided, the related metadata is collected before
completing the operation. All the parameters of Log.query function are
optional, except target, to provide flexibility for querying the metadata log.
4.4.2 External API
It is a simplified version of the internal API. The following functions are
exposed to the external clients:
register(target, dataTag, adminTag)
unRegister(target, dataTag)
queryAll(target, dataTag, client)
queryLatest(target, dataTag, client)
Although query operations are limited to retrieving either all or latest meta-
data for a specific target, they can be easily extended through the data store
data operations.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION
We provide a customized version of Cassandra 1.2 augmented with Wasef.
Our modifications come in two forms: First, the core system components
such as storage operations, metadata validation, and the internal APIs are
implemented as a separate package. Second, the data store-dependent hooks
are injected in the source code where necessary. In this chapter, we describe
the design layout (section 5.1), and the metadata targets and operations sup-
ported by our system (section 5.2). We conclude the chapter by a discussion
of the implementation challenges (section 5.3).
5.1 Storage Layout
Following Cassandra’s convention of storing system related data, we organize
the metadata tables under system_metadata system keyspace. Choosing this
layout has many advantages. First, it achieves our first design principle (sec-
tion 4.1) of exploiting the existing functionality of the underlying system such
as replication, caching, and fast access. Second, using a system keyspace pro-
vides a read-only protection for the metadata schema, and makes it directly
available after system bootstrapping.
Figure 5.1.A illustrates the schema definitions of the metadata tables. The
target field corresponds to a data store entity name and dataTag specifies an
operation over the target. Both target and dataTag are required to register
a metadata entry. For instance, a table row identified by its primary keys
can have ROW_INSERT as its dataTag. Section 5.2 provides a suggested list
of targets and operations for Cassandra data store. The optional adminTag
field is used to specify the name of operations and data that are not directly
related to the target. For instance, various metrics about the system such as
read latency, current compaction stage, and others can be specified. Finally,
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the client field in the Log table reports the ownership information of the
metadata target, which is the user that is authorized to do the operation in
the case of Cassandra data store.
Figure 5.1: Wasef storage schema: (A) Shows the CQL queries used to
create the metadata tables. (B) Illustrates an example for the internal
storage layout of the metadata tables. Note how column names are
composed of the clustering primary keys names.
The primary keys of the metadata tables are carefully chosen and ordered
to achieve two goals:
1. Optimizing the storage layout for low read latency: The target key
works as the partitioning key for both tables (refer to section 3.1 for
background information) while the rest of the keys serve as column
identifiers. Grouping the metadata related to one target within the
same row orders the fields lexicographically and ensures they reside in
the same Cassandra node which leads to faster reading. Figure 5.1.B
illustrates an example.
2. Flexible querying of Log table: In Cassandra, the where clause of the
select statement can only be used to filter the primary keys of the
table. Including more fields in the primary key increases the querying
flexibility.
5.2 Supported Metadata Targets and Operations
We used the CQL 1.2 documentation [42] to compile a list of metadata targets
and operations for Cassandra as illustrated in table 5.1. The create operation
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is omitted from the list since it requires registering non-existing objects to
the registry. It is also important to note that adding extra targets to the
list is possible but requires adding system-dependent hooks to collect the
required metadata.
target Identifier Operations Metadata
Schema Name Alter
Drop
Old and new names,
replication map
Table Name Alter
Drop
Truncate
column family name,
column names and types,
compaction strategy, ..
Row Partitioning keys Insert
Update
Delete
key names, affected
columns, TTL and
timestamp
Column Clustering keys
and column name
Insert
Update
Delete
key names, affected
columns, TTL and
timestamp
Node Node ID On request Token ranges
Table 5.1: Supported metadata targets and operations
5.2.1 Naming convention
To register and lookup metadata the following convention is used:
<Keyspace name>.<Column family name>.<Comma separated
list of partitioning keys>.<Dot separated list of cl-
ustering keys>.<Non-key column name>
Please refer to the background (section 3.1.1) for an explanation of partition-
ing and clustering keys that identifies rows and columns in Cassandra.
5.2.2 Cassandra Metrics
The optional adminTag field in Registry table allows collecting any of the
metrics offered by Cassandra [48] along with the metadata. Associating
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system statistics and metadata provides system administrators with detailed
system health statistics. For instance, collecting cache hit rate along with
row insertion metadata measures how trending is that row which can be used
to tune the data store schema. System metrics are collected during log.add
operation.
5.2.3 Data Ownership
Once the authentication feature in Cassandra is enabled, metadata log.add
operation starts to report the session owner of the performed operation. In
order to implement this feature, we modified the writing path to propagate
the ownership information down to the metadata logging. The ownership
information is very important for data provenance feature.
5.3 Implementation Challenges
Reporting metadata to the storage begins with validating new entries against
the metadata registry. In case of validation success, the system issues write
operations to the metadata log. Since metadata targets are designed to be of
a fine-grained granularity, collecting metadata about targets subject to high
frequency operations (e.g. rows) raises a performance overhead challenge. To
address this challenge, we employ the internal infrastructure of Cassandra as
the following:
Fast registry lookup:
Looking up registered metadata is done by issuing internal fetchRows
operation. This is the way Cassandra internally fetches the rows for up-
date and delete operations. Cassandra reduces read latency by sending
read requests to the closest nodes based on their proximity (the net-
work distance to the source node). We use ANY consistency level that
limits the number of requested copies to one. In addition, row caching
is enabled at the source nodes to reduce the lookup time. We evaluate
the read latency of metadata validation in section 7.2.
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Lightweight log insertion:
Cassandra uses the SEDA design [49], which divides the work into
stages with a separate thread pool per stage. This design is exploited
to improve the metadata write efficiency by injecting the writes into
the Mutation stage in a separate thread. The write consistency level is
set to ANY to avoid long waits. The overhead imposed by the metadata
writes is also evaluated in section 7.2.
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CHAPTER 6
LEVERAGING THE METADATA SYSTEM
The metadata system APIs open the door for internal and external clients to
leverage the power of the collected metadata to address system pain points
and provide new features. To demonstrate this, we implement three use-case
scenarios selected from three different domains. First, we provide a flexible
column drop operation that solves the issue in the standard Cassandra 1.2
(section 6.1). Then, we describe the design and implementation of our ver-
ification tool for node decommissioning in section 6.2. Finally, we describe
the data provenance feature in section 6.3.
6.1 Allowing Flexible Column Drops
In the first use-case we solve one of Cassandra’s major bugs using the meta-
data system. It shows an example of how the system can be leveraged to
improve data operations.
The JIRA bug number 3919 [50] reports a problem in the column drop
operation. According to the bug, dropping a column removes its definition
from the table schema but keeps the column data stored in the system.
Therefore, if another column is added to the table with a name equal to the
dropped one, the data of the old column will be shown when the new column
is selected.
We present a generalized and flexible column drop implementation that
leverages the metadata collected by Wasef. Figure 6.1 illustrates the state
diagram of our implementation. In this implementation, dropping the column
for the first time is considered as a tentative drop that removes the schema
definition of the column but keeps the data. Adding the column after that
retrieves the original status of the system. However, if the tentative drop is
confirmed by a second column drop operation the column data is permanently
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purged. We provide a grace period for re-adding tentatively deleted column.
When the grace period expires, the column data is also purged permanently.
When a column is dropped using Alter table operation for the first time,
a metadata called AlterColumnFamily_Drop is inserted in Registry table to
start monitoring the second drop operation. In case the column is re-added
the metadata is deleted. However, if the column is dropped again, a metadata
log entry that contains the column name and the time of the drop operation
is inserted in the Log table. The AlterColumnFamily_Drop metadata and
the log entry are used together to identify the permanently dropped columns
during select operations, so they are filtered from the final results.
Cassandra provided a fix for the column-drop issue in a later release (Cas-
sandra 2.0) that also relies on keeping the history of the dropped columns.
However, the proposed fix keeps that history in a specialized hash map at-
tached to the column schema and maintain a copy of that hash map at each
node in the cluster. Our solution uses a generic infrastructure that can be
applied for similar type of problems, and it maintains the history in a sub-
set of the cluster nodes based on the configurable replication factor of the
metadata schema.
Figure 6.1: Column Drop Operation
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6.2 Node Decommissioning
In this section we implement a verification tool for the node decommissioning
operation which relies on the metadata collected by our system. The tool
verifies for system administrators that all the data existed in the decommis-
sioned node are safely moved to the other nodes in the cluster. Without
this feature, the administrator needs to manually count the token ranges as-
signed to the decommissioned node, and then check if every one of them is
reassigned to one of the other nodes in the cluster.
Node decommissioning is one of the operations provided by Cassandra’s
NodeTool utility. When it is performed from one of the cluster nodes, the
node streams all of its data to the other nodes in the cluster and unbootstrap.
The new destinations of the streamed data are calculated as follows. First,
the token ranges related to each non-system table are collected (refer to sec-
tion 3.1.2). Second, the partitioner and the replication strategy are used to
decide the new replica for each token range. Third, all the collected infor-
mation is passed to the file streamer to move the SSTables to the intended
destinations. Finally, the node is retired from the cluster.
This operation becomes critical when there is only a single copy of the data
held by the decommissioned node (i.e. the node holds part of a keyspaces
with replication factor of one). In this case, verifying that all the data has
been safely moved is important. Unfortunately, Cassandra does not provide
a verification tool.
We exploit the metadata collected by Wasef to verify node decommission-
ing as follows. During the decommission command, we use Log.add API
(section 4.4) to store the new replica for each token range hosted by the de-
comissioned node in the metadata Log with a metadata called decommission.
Then, when the decommissioned node leaves the cluster, the operation can
be verified using the command:
nodetool decommission -verify <decommission node IP>
This command retrieves the metadata records of the decommissioned nodes
(using Log.query API) and verifies that all the ranges are currently avail-
able in the system using the partitioner and the replication strategy of each
keyspace. Section 7.6 evaluates the overhead of this operation.
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6.3 Providing Data Provenance
Modern NoSQL data stores do not support data provenance by design. In this
section, we show that our metadata system fills this gap for the underlying
data store.
Collecting query provenance is provided by design in our metadata system.
As we show in section 5.2, we collect the following provenance data about
each operation in Cassandra (refer to table 5.1 for a comprehensive list of
operations):
1. The full name of the target of the data operation (section 5.2.1). For
example, dropping a table called User located in Test keyspace results
in logging Test.User as the full name.
2. Operation name. For example, Alter_Add_ColumnFamily is used to
indicate adding a new column to a column family.
3. Operation time (i.e. the timestamp of the operation).
4. The authenticated session owner name.
5. The results of the operation. This varies depending on the operation.
For instance, when a new column is added the name of the column and
its attributes are logged, and when a column name is modified the old
and the new names are logged.
This information covers two types of query provenance (related work, chap-
ter 2): First, the Where Provenance, which is the records from which the
query results are derived. Second, the When Provenance, which is the justi-
fication of the results by reporting the operations that produced them.
Provenance data are treated like any of the system data. This implies that
the replication, scalability, and accessibility features of the NoSQL data store
are also available for the provenance data. In addition, we provide external
APIs (section 4.4) to provide easy access for the clients.
Our system does not provide automatic garbage collection for old prove-
nance data. However, system administrator can use the delete APIs provided
by our system to manually delete old provenance data entries based on their
timestamps.
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CHAPTER 7
EVALUATION
In this chapter, we evaluate various aspects of Wasef and the use-case sce-
narios provided in chapter 6. The YCSB [43] benchmark is utilized in many
of the chapter tests to measure the latencies introduced by the metadata sys-
tem (section 7.2), the scalability (section 7.3), and the overhead of collecting
provenance data (section 7.5). In addition, we design other tests to evaluate
column-drop operation (section 7.4) and node decommissioning verification
tool (section 7.6).
We answer two main experimental questions throughout the chapter:
1. What is the performance cost of adding the metadata system and the
features built on top of it on Cassandra? This includes read and write
latencies, and the overall throughput.
2. How does Cassandra scale with the size of the collected metadata?
7.1 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, YCSB tests use six Amazon EC2 m1.large machines, each
one has 2 virtual CPUs (4 ECUs), 7.5 GB of RAM, and 480GB of ephemeral
disk storage. We run the YCSB client from a separate machine that has
the same configuration setup as the rest of the machines. The machines use
Ubuntu 12.04 64-bit operating system with swapping off as recommended for
Cassandra production installation. In addition, we use zipfian distribution
to load and run all the YCSB tests. The data set size varies based on the
experimental need.
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7.2 Metadata System Throughput
This experiment evaluates the overhead introduced to Cassandra after adding
the metadata system. We compare a standard Cassandra version 1.2.9 with
a customized version augmented with the metadata system. The evaluation
focuses on the update and read latencies as practical measures of Cassandra
performance.
A series of 15 YCSB runs are conducted for each of the Cassandra versions
using a heavy-update workload (50% update and %50 read). The update
and read latencies are measured as the throughput is increased while fixing
the number of nodes and the data set size. The technique for increasing
throughput is adopted from the YCSB benchmark, where the number of
YCSB working threads is continuously increased (up to 300 threads) to gen-
erate more throughput until the system is saturated.
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Figure 7.1: Throughput against number of clients: Throughput comparison
between the standard Cassandra 1.2.9 and a customized version augmented
with the metadata system. The experiment uses a cluster of six machines
and a data set size of 12 GB. Each point in the graph is the average ops/sec
of one million YCSB client requests. The average difference between the
two lines is 9%.
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Figure 7.1 illustrates the throughput results measured in operations per
second. Our system shows a comparable throughput to the standard version
when the number of client threads is moderate. However, when the system is
overloaded by a large number of threads it shows a slight degradation of 9%.
The degradation is related to the extra operations performed by the system
to collect and record the metadata.
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Figure 7.2: Update latency against number of clients: Update latency
comparison between the standard Cassandra 1.2.9 and a customized version
augmented with the metadata system. The experiment uses a cluster of six
machines and a data set size of 12 GB. Each point in the graph is the
average ops/sec of 500 thousand YCSB client requests.
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 compares the update and read latencies of the metadata
version of Cassandra with the standard version. As in the throughput results,
the update latency figure shows that the metadata system is comparable to
the standard version when the number of threads is moderate. However,
the latency slightly degrades under heavy load. On the contrary, the read
latency of the metadata system is very close to the standard version with
only 3% degradation on average. This is because our system does not collect
metadata throughout the critical path of the read operation.
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Figure 7.3: Read latency against number of clients: Read latency
comparison between the standard Cassandra 1.2.9 and a customized version
augmented with the metadata system. The experiment uses a cluster of six
machines and a data set size of 12 GB. Each point in the graph is the
average ops/sec of 500 thousand YCSB client requests.
7.3 Scalability
This test evaluates the impact of metadata system on Cassandra scaling
capabilities. We use the scalability test offered by the YSCB benchmark
which linearly increases the number of nodes in the cluster while keeping the
size of the data set and the system load proportionally constant. For each
run, the size of the cluster is increased by two nodes, the data set by four
GB, and the load by 50 threads.
Figure 7.4 compares the update latency of the standard cassandra version
against the metadata version as we scale the system out. The results clearly
shows that Cassandra maintain linear scalability after adding the metadata
system.
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Figure 7.4: Scalability against cluster size: A scalability comparison
between the standard Cassandra 1.2.9 and a customized version augmented
with the metadata system. The experiment increases the number of cluster
nodes linearly while keeping the data set size and YCSB load relatively
constant. Note that the update latency of the standard version is shifted by
0.05 to the left, and for the metadata version by 0.05 to the right to show
the standard deviation bars clearly. Also note that the scalability difference
is not a straight line (it varies within 0.1%)
7.4 Column-Drop Feature
In this experiment we evaluate the bug-fix we provided for the column drop
feature (section 6.1). Since the YCSB benchmark does not offer schema
modification tests, we designed a customized test that performs a set of
500 drop operation on and report the average latency. We compare our
customized version of Cassandra with the standard Cassandra 1.2.9 using a
data set size of eight GB. Note that Cassandra 1.2.9 implementation does
not work properly (it only deletes the schema definition and keeps the data).
Figure 7.5 illustrates the results.
The figure shows that the latency readings of our implementation are better
than the standard latency in some cases. This is because the drop operation
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in our implementation marks the column for deletion in the metadata Log
only while the standard version delete the schema definition of the column.
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Figure 7.5: Column drop latency against cluster size: The latency of
column drop operation for the standard Cassandra 1.2.9 compared to a
customized version augmented with the metadata system. Each bar in the
graph represents the average of 500 drop column operation performed by
client running from a separate machine. The data set size is eight GB. The
average latency overhead when our system lag the standard version is 5%.
7.5 Collecting Data Provenance
Database provenance information can be divided based on the type of the
performed queries into two types: provenance about schema modification
queries, and provenance about data manipulation queries. Section 7.4 pro-
vided an example performance measure for schema modifications queries. In
this section we address data manipulation queries represented by update and
read statements.
We already showed through the results of section 7.2 that validating meta-
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data is the main source of the overhead in the system. Therefore, in this
section we ask the following question: Are the read and update latencies
affected by the size of the registered metadata?
To find the answer, the same experimental setup deployed in section 7.2 is
used to measure the update and read latencies under various metadata sizes.
Before running the YCSB client threads in each experiment, we register
a randomly chosen subset of the database keys in the metadata system.
This ensures that the operations performed on these keys are recorded in
the metadata Log. For each metadata size, a series of 30 YCSB runs are
conducted while increasing the load (the number of running threads) per
run. The results are illustrated in figures 7.6 and 7.7.
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Figure 7.6: Update latency comparison between different metadata sizes
registered in the metadata system. The experiment uses six machines with
total data size of 12 GB.
The figures show clearly that the read and write latencies remain almost
constant despite increasing the metadata size ten folds between executions.
This is because the amount of work per each update (or read) remains the
same regardless of whether a metadata is registered for the key or not.
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Figure 7.7: Read latency comparison between different metadata sizes
registered in the metadata system. The experiment uses six machines with
total data size of 12 GB.
7.6 Verifying Node Decommissioning
In this section we evaluate the overhead imposed by collecting metadata
during node decommissioning operation. As describe in section 6.2, Node
decommission consists of two steps. First, token ranges collection where the
metadata is collected. Second, streaming the data to other nodes. We expect
most of the running time to be spent on data streaming. Therefore, in order
to measure the running time overhead during the first step we reduce the
data set size from what we used in the previous experiments, and we vary
the number of tokens per node.
We conduct the experiment using a cluster of four machines. The data set
size is set to four GB. The number of token per machines is varied from 64
to 256. Figure 7.8 illustrates the results.
The results show two trends. First, the running time of the metadata
version of Cassandra is very close to the standard version. We measure the
average overhead as 1.5%. This difference is small and hardly noticeable by
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Figure 7.8: Running time for node decommissioning operation: The
running time of the node decommission operation for standard Cassandra
1.2.9 compared to a customized version augmented with the metadata
system. The data set size is 4GB. The average difference between the two
lines is 1.5%. Note that the x-axis values are shifted by 0.03 to show the
standard deviation bars clearly.
system administrators, specially if the data set size is very large.
The second trend is the inverse relation between the number of token and
the decommission running time. Ideally, the running time should be constant
given that the data set size is fixed. However, when the number of token
ranges in the system is small, there is a greater chance for the data to be
divided unequally between nodes. This causes a larger variation in the time
required for streaming the data during decommissioning. When the number
of token ranges becomes larger, the running time becomes smoother and gets
close to the ideal case, which can be noticed in our results.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
We presented Wasef, a metadata system for the modern NoSQL data stores.
The contribution of our work is twofold. First, we provided a generic archi-
tecture and API for the metadata that works for most of the current NoSQL
data stores. Second, we implemented our design as a component of Cas-
sandra data store without imposing heavy performance overhead and in a
scalable manner.
In addition, we provided three use-case scenarios that leverage Wasef to
provide new and flexible features. First, we implemented a flexible column
drop operation that solves a major issue in the standard version of Cassandra.
Second, we built a tool for system administrators to help them verify the
correctness of node decommissioning operation. Third, we provided data
provenance feature for client queries.
We evaluated the performance and scalability characteristics of our system
and the features built on top of it. The evaluation shows that our system
imposes low overhead on Cassandra througput of 9% (7.1) and read latency
of 3% (7.3). We also showed that our system scales linearly with the number
of cluster nodes and system load.
8.1 Future Work
Our work can be extended in the following ways:
1. Incorporating our system as a component of another NoSQL data store
to improve its generic design.
2. Adding new metadata features such as ephemeral metadata, where
metadata is collected for a limited period of time, and then automati-
cally purges itself.
3. Providing further metadata use-case scenarios such as using our sys-
tem to provide metadata service for scientific experimentation from a
different field.
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